Ephemera and Experience
I am overlooking the Kremlin from the tenth floor of Hotel Rossiya. Below me runners are warming up for the marathon, 1 decide to order a coffee. A gunshot sets the marathon in motion. The masses split. Two groups start running in different directions, one under the bridge heading north, following the wall of the Kremlin, the other one on top of the bridge, heading west in the direction of Ul. Bolshaya Ordynka.
In a couple of hours, a conference Capturing the Moi'ing Mind: Management and Movement in the Era of Permanently Temporary War (organized by a group surrounding the online journal Ephemera) is taking off. The next ten days 1 will be on the Trans- ...the difference between organizers and participants is already unclear and seems to change from event to event. . . . We are doing this in the era that underlies not the importance of moving bodies (it tries to digitalize human body) but the importance of moving ideas, in the era that aims at destroying the limits that the physical space sets to the production of wealth.... The idea is to provide a context of autonomous self-organization on the train. This is how we intend to allow you to self-organize movement. There will be structured talks and presentations too, but we would like you to start thinking in collective terms, not to tfiink the journey as a means to present past work, already thought thoughts, already made move and said words, but as a way to create something new, a larger and collective project, collective mind in movement, a memory.' Tomorrow the train leaves and in a couple of months After one day, I realize that this moving event is something more than a conference. This railway, the rhythm of the train, the changing landscapes, the interactions with strangers and partidpants are all imposed contingencies that demand constant interrogation and shifts in perspective. At the same time, the train hinctions as a kind of protective shell removing the participants (their discussions and creations) from the world that tlits by outside.
We drive through Russia "The railway was first and foremost a strategic railway, to advance Russian imperialist interests in the Far East.'"* After a few days, one is familiar with the space, finds a rhythm in the art of slamming doors between wagons, enjoys this Russian railway variant of the Barym/a,'' bounces and discusses wherever there is time, space, place, food and company.
Wednesday, September 14, 2005
Laying on a hotel bed, in the outskirts of Novosibirsk.
During the first two days I was almost unable to write due to tvvo problems; a trembling train and low computer battery. Our wagon had only one plug. We lived with twenty people in one wagon, two a cabin. It demanded some serious "self-organization" to decide who needs a charge more than others. The landscape is hillier than yesterday, slow slopes fill the horizon and small bushes emerge at the horizon.
We are driving through half-open planes, now and then we hit a village, and see the emergence and disappearance of pipes that are hitherto stacked in the landscape. We are passing through large cities (Malinogorka? Krasnoyarsk? Zima?), the foreground is filled with these wooden improvisatory houses (the generic version) the background is rationalized and industrialized.
The last days have been filled with associative and forced stories. There have been artists running through them, politicians becoming protagonists, and the masses were their setting. There is this freedom to openly speak about them. They are not surrounding us, they don't pressure us and the media is absent, which leads paradoxically to a condition in which we can openly speak about them. All that has been said is an ephemeral mash-up of memory, knowledge, myth, fantasy and pure lies. Sounds like reality to me.
Saturday, September 17, 2005
Peter Petralia'' enters the space between two wagons. It is 5:30 AM. He tells me that people should be waihng for him on the platform of the next train station. As we come closer to the stop, Peter thinks nobody will show up to meet him that early in the morning. We enter Irkutsk. The door of the wagon opens and the next ten minutes are of a different speed; ten people, one camera crew and an art installation are celebrating Peter's entry. Peter gets interviewed for the local television (what is local around here, the area between the Ural Mountains and the Mongolian border?) awhile a girl plays with fire. We leave. Next stop is Lake Baikal. Tlie horizon alters by the different shades of morning blue, this must be Saturday, and I feed myself with an exciting joy for the day that will bring us to Mongolia. Even now, looking outside, seeing kids playing in the fields, some cars, a bunch of goats, electricity poles and clouds, I feel sadness, a depressing astonishment, a heart-braking amazement about what surrounds me.
The culttire of our little community on the tundra is defined by the loose ideas that are bom out of a slow territorial zapping (the terrifying beauty of this unstable condition transforms moving into thinking, ephemera info eternity).
The whole trip reminds me, in long-stretched version, of a fragment of a Russian movie I saw a couple of years ago. Imaginea balloon takes off, swirls around a church, and floats high above a river. On ground level a group of peasants stare mesmerized into the camera. In my memory this must be the Russia of the 80 twenties and thirties. If I look around, I do not think we are in the middle of the first decennium of the twentieth-first centviry. Maybe 1 have a completely false image of what this century looks like.
There is a sign that says 4329 km, our distance from Moscow. The Trans-Siberian railroad was built 600 kilometers a year, built by 60,000 to 80,000 workers a year (amongst them 9,000 prisoners and 4,500 deported people). Moscow holds its grip on these vast territories, making the people conscious that there is only one capital. There are people on this train that make up stories how they think it might be so wonderful to just be able to jump out of the train, check the bushes, check what is behind the horizons, roam in the dark deepness The life of a traveler is per se a lonely one, ending up in a total collapse of thoughts and actions. It kicks the reference out of every situation. This is our only day in Mongolia, soon to arrive, this evening in China, tomorrow noon in Beijing. Tuesday, September 20, 2005 found in a single locale. As the local participants in both Moscow (Michael Chemyl) and Beijing (Zhiyuan Cui and Wang Hui) insisted, the concept of capitalism is too wide to explain what is happening in these urban laboratories.
If, as Deng Xiaoping once said, 'we do not know what socialism is,' perhaps today we need to add, 'we also do not know what capitalism is.'' Woke up in the middle of the night and felt 1 was trapped inside a train. Some experiences leave the body only after a couple of days.
Beijing. I am sitting in a hotel room, outside the sound of cars, the sky is cloudy (as it has been here like this the last 24 hours) and the movement has stopped. It has been a week without media, without the stalking of the world event, without television, internet, without all the streams that keep my mind busy. The absencedeliberate, forced, imposed, self-made or nothas created a sphere in which they aren't that necessary to understand what the world is about. One could say we created a parallel world, driven by different projects, ambitions and encounters, but I do not see it like that. It has created the world.
It is tempting, following the formulation of a participant, to characterize the event in temporal-historical terms: a bunch of people from the twentieth century, hurtling past nineteenth century villages on their way (like the business leaders of our rimes) to find the twenty-first century in Beijing. But a mere stroll around Beijing, let alone Moscow, reveals the limits of this elegant summation.
In these former second world cities, the first world implodes upon the third. All the global divisions can be I sit in the future, where construcHon and slums perform the dance of progress. After a couple of days residing in a closed wagon and cabin with some forty people, the warm wind of Beijing is blowing gently through my mind. 3 Afterwards 1 realized that this instance is caused by the simultaneous combination of the effect of 'double exposure' and the 'traveling shot' as Paul Virilio reflects on both of them in The Aesthetics of Disappearance: "Double exposure was a technique of the silent movies that saw itself somewhat as the translahon into images of the theatrical aside. Destined to reveal their thoughts and feelings, it makes the face of the stars seen in fbced close-up even more inhuman, literally pierced by battle-landscapes, sea, sky, roads, unchained elements,, , but finally this process reproduces the visual sensation you feel at day's end, when, during a trip, you look at your own reflection or that of another in the train or automobile window. traversed by the tumult of a landscape fleeing like an arrow. Double exposure will significantly be replaced by the "h-aveling shot," realized from a moving automobile." Paul Virilio, The Aesthetics of Disappearance 
